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MARGINAL FUNDING: °A DIFFERENCE THAT MAKES A DIFFERS CE?

ITP

ABSTRACT
4.

I
- This paper describes a model which allowsfOr the assessment of alter-

.

funding formulas for post- econdary educafrenal systems. The first

1 _

sections of the paper present drAtionale and identify the characteiistics

i,
...

-
,

-of what the Suthors lab "practical .planing model" The remainder ofa %

the paper describes the moo 01 and shows its
1,

applicaTiT to a specific

situation. The emphasis iS assessing the extent to which 'maNinal
1

.

funding proposals can offer a viable alternative to traaitional lineer"

enrollment driveh formulas. While the model operates at a stat wide,level

of aggregation, it ihpul0 also be beneficial to tho a interested in system

and institutional resource allocation patterns, in; a period of declining
1

enrollments.



MARGINAL FUNDING: A DIFFERENCE THAT MAkESA.DIFFERENCE?

IntroduOtion

0 higher education prepares to enter the 1980s, it does so with con-

siderable trepidation. Public bodies are de finding increasing account-

ability; the traditional pool of potential college students is expected to

decrease dramatically; funding, particulaily'froui state legislattmes, must

be ,justified in more detail than ever before; and there are many other

high priorities, for statefunas. -It is with the issue of funding higher
7

A

education in a decade, of dprollicent decline that this paper is concerned.

The intent of this paper is twofold. First, to argue hat with

respect to statewide appropriation decisions in public higher education

that, to,some extent, a simpler approach might be useful in presenting the

case for institutional and systemwide resource demands. Second, to pre=
.

sent a model which addresseb some of the concerns with respect to simplic-

ity and use, showing its application in a spedific situation. These two.

themes, the need to re-exami the relationship between public higher

educition and the legisla With 'respect to funding and, the clescripiim

of a specific model, can be nsidered segAtely., The authors, however

i. feel t the development of th5Oodel owes much to their (and ethers')

observations with respect to the changing context of highei education.

The Politidal Context and the Need '

for a Practical Planning odel

, -

The consideration of any planning model should commence
1

1C

wit] an iden-

tification of the audience Ito Which it . is to be direc ed and the type of

decisions which it is designed te inform.
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Traditionally, funding formulas of various types have been used to

#

help simplify the appropriation decisions facing a legislature. Although

these formulas vary in technical sophistication, the state appropriations

decidions they inforth tend to be made in a lump sum or highly aggregated

fashion (Gross, 1973), Relatively simple enrollment driven formulas

appeared to benefit higher education when it was in a period of expansion,

However, there is serious question as to the adequacy of t se formulas as

higher education faces a ,period of enrollment stability and de line.

Throughout the 1870s, more sophisticated funding models have been

developed. Higher education planners have become increasingly concerned

with the complexity of higher education financing and have developed models

to examine this complexity. Some hive been integrated into the funding

process while others have not. Many of the models, particularly those con-

cerned with institutional cost behavior, are extremely complex, sophisti-

-,.

.cated, and costly to operate'(Adams; Hankins, Schroeder, f978). These
. ,

models are, in a sense:developed by the analyst for the analyst, with little

attention paid to the needs of an external user. 9

These models may be quite appx\7r'ate for decision-makers within an
, -

institutional context; i.e., president , vice'-presidents and deansvwho. .

--,

are concerned with internal resource"allOcation and managerial decisi

Yet, there is some question as to whether it is the appropriate focus for

a
dealing Stith an external constituency such as'a state ture.

This point was made ,by Robert K. Thompson of the University of
,

Washington when, in commenting on the Washington statewide Costing study,

he said: f'7
9

1
Itis too complex. State decisio -makers in the exec-

ctive and legislative branch need o work with progr
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and concepts at a simplistic and aggregate ieve

order to place those decisions in a state ide 'context

that is wOrkable. Legislators and governors do not

have the time and interest to work witi details and

complexities, they require and need simpleand straight -

gorward approaches to their decision probiems-(1979)..

The state legislature is the body charged with determining an overalll

resource allocation to public higher educational institutions or systeMs.

These legislators are external to the educational environment and subject

to a differing set of pressures and constituencies than the institutional

administrator. It. may be that information appropriate to one mey not be

appropte to the other.

What are some of the characteristics of state legislatorsybicb Pro-

vide constraints on their use and' appreciation of techliparinformation?

Nichols (1976) identifies three:

I

.

First, many legislat*e are Raft-time and thus have

various demands on their time from outside as well

as inside the legisla

Second, state legislators have diversigidback-
.

grounds. Few have training in traditional scien-

tifi'd and technical areJs.

Third, state legislators traditionally serve for

shott periods of time. Most legislatured see a

...

. -40-70% turnover per term with a term of office

. 1
being only two years.

. .
. 14,1

When these factors are coupled with the competing funding demands made by

\ -, P

,various public agencies, it is 1 tt e wonder that state legislatbrs s61dom
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have the time or inclination to become'immersed in the complexities of

financing higher education.

The above is not to argue that technical analysis of higher education

is unnecessary or unimportant. It is simply to note that the use of. the

resulting models and modes of analysis:to assist in legislative funding

decisions may be inappropriate.
r

If the above observations are accurate, higher education is faced with

a dilemma. It has, successfully. convinced state' legislatures that linear

funding formulas were appropriate when enrollments were expanding. But

now, faced with declining' enrollments, it must convince the legislatures not

to expect funding to decrea'se in a similar manner. .What are offered as

alternatives are more complex approaches to funding which May require a

legislator to take on "faith" the results of the analysis. With these new-

funding propo s, the resource requirements generated also may be in sharp

contrast wi 1 slative expectations, given, the previous emphasis on

/
%

,

enrollment driven funding. ......

The Model'

on the preceeding considerations, it app

a ctical financial planning model whih has as its

%a

e legis tors concerned with the funding of public higher'eaucation.

In eveloping

ti

1

there is a need for

),intended audienc

such a model, there are several-characteristics which are

desirable. The foremost among these are:

1. The primary variables in the model should be those, or v4.7

ations of those, which the legislature currently consideis

relevant in making its appropriations decisions.. This

. represents a sensitivi.gy to the incremental.decision-
, 7)



makikgof most legi tures a,d recognizes that'it is 1

unlikely they.wil. readily altei what they perceive as

_having served .them well in the past..

2. The model should reflect the level of aggregation,at which

legislative financing decisions are made. Ar better or

, .

. worse,. cisions regarding. funding and staffing are made

at relatively high levels.pf aggregation which obscure

the internal issues of resource allocation and managemento

With respect to, the base, these letter decisions appear

to Ilegislators a eing the appropriate concern of

'institutional administrators.

3. The model should be simple. The simulated r atibnships

)
should be quite trans ent and the quantity o variables

and volume of-output.should be kept at,a minimum.

4. The model shOtild have clearly evident assumptions. This

allows for disa ent.ov the mod9ls assumptions.to

be distin4 debate over s stantive issues.

2./

5. The model should '7iave the cap0 ity to easily perform

lialternat ve si tions'. This flexOlit allows for a

-

variety of options to be considered within the time,

constra nts usually present in legislative decisions.J

)

As the desired characteristics of a practical planning model indpte, it
-,-

.

is not designed to be a research vehicle to'explain financial behavior and

relationships, but a practical calculator to easily allow consideration of

the aggregateaggregate impact of changing basic variables.

,

Given the general charaiteristics of a pi*ticlel planning model,"tliere

-
.

,

are also substantive characteristics of the model whiCh,need to be

9



identifiedlso ihat it ref ects the donditions of the state in which itiis

being used:" Among the stantive characteristics which were deemed Impor-

tant for inclusion in a model for the situation in Minnesota were:

1. The basic comps ants of the model must be enrollment

driven. There appears to be an expectation on the part

of Minnesota legislators that changes in appropriations

requests should somehow be related to thanges in enroll-
,

mentt.

2. The model shchild reflect, at least in a generl fashion,

Iiixed

0

and variable costs facing an institution or sydtem.

0

This permits the Ategrationof a margina4.
4, n

pSnent within the model to alldi.;'for the d

4

addition and reduction of resoUnes.

3.. The primary fOcus of the model should be on

funding com-

er tial

ti.N7040kse

Component of appropriat4ons. Special appropriations,

quality adjustments; etc. uld be handled on an440.--

individual basis._,//'

4. The model's outPuteould-f t be presented in constant

(

,
dollars so as to show the " 1" impact of simulated

changeeirInflatio ustments and allowances' for

other increases can be added'as needed.'

TileMinnesota model was designed witti-the'Sttte Planning System (F's)

.

software package developed by the National Center for 'Higher Educational,

Management Systems (NCHEMg). The dOcumentation for'the SPS software is

contained'in Technical RepOrtS 86-97 (NCHE 1977).' 4 detailed descrip-

tion of the1odel will not be

r

rovided here as it is 4isdussed more fully

r

/

0
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and documented in Monical, 1978. Howeer, it is important to

review the general compOnenis of the model.

The calculation component of the model is quiteisimple: Projected

briefly

enrollment times a.staffing 'ratio equal a prajac.ted.personnel complement.

The personnel-compleMent timed an individualcompensationorate yields-total

personnel compensation. Projected enrollment times non-personnel expendi-

tures ,p er student result in 'total non-personliel expendit

To this point, the model' very closely reflects the approach -tak

-past legislatuyesAmdeterminingibase level appropriations for the higher'

,educational .systems in Minne ota. The model, however, has the ability to

simulate these relationships under different sets of assumptions and with

different input Values." herein. lies its/ utility in planning,

The basic input values; staffing ratios, compensation

personnel expenditures per student;. can be differentiat

lowing lines. Different staffing ratios anckconiPensation

employed for both,unclassifat,and dlaisified personnel. (;ur er, all

r the 1980s.

s and.y(bn-2

ong the foi-

input

-de tmenta

is that the

also_across two general program categories; truction and

The resultsearch ,(Ipa.) dnd stitutional support (SUPT).

two original personv elated equatians take on eight sets f

)initial values'depenOng on
.

personnel in 'either ID "'or,

ether they are for clahsifre'd or hnclassif %I

SUPT: Non-personnel expenditures per student

vary by program, ID4Ior SUPT. With initial values and enrollments, the ten."

equations generate data on the system staff levels 6a expenditures.

If the model was designed soley to addresl-vlinear funding basedjon

""="-, /
A

enrollment changes, the move would be sufficient. -, The cc:lei, however, is

21...

d signed to consider alternative funding formulas. In thi specific

if,..te used to analyze the impact o.marginal funding lbrmulas

,,

.0 . 4

r--

case,

here ratios

<Tr
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and,comPensation rates v

4

by the magnitude Of the projected enrollment

ohanges. 4

The model has the,capacity to segment changes in enrollment from a

user specified base into three marginal enrollment\coTnents.°- The sizes

of the marginal components areaIso specified by the users. Thus, fore

given base enrollment, the user decides on up to three components of mar -

.

ginal enrollment change. _tie input variables for the basic equations;

staffing ratios, compensation rates and.non -peeSonnel expenditures per

studentl can then be v ied,for each of the three7marginal enrollment corn-
I

ponents and can be vaned ndependently,for increases and decreases. The

ta 4

ten basic equations can have different input valueS'fo'r each of the three

marginal decrease levels. This` constitutes the marginal funding component

of "the model.

,The ten equations which geterte the ba!e can have their values varied

within, each of the sic -enrollment margins (three increments, three-dedre-
.

ments) and the values chpse, represent the policy decisions: thetusers

and the impact of these values is s ated. A further area of policy

control and variation jn simulation isin the size of the enrolment base
a

and margins. Thus, the user-wishes to consider another policy. option,

all that ih necesSary'is'to change the values)of the Variable in question

in order to assess the simulated impacet. fro

Before turning to an application of the model, it is appropriate to

note what the model is not. It aoesInot attempt to simulate'coStDbehavior,

rather, it simulates alternative impacts of changing the values of yari-

ables which policy - makers gener ly see as being somewhat under their

control--staffing levels and compensation rates. It is not a'research
,

,,

oriented model to explain behavior, but a policy o iented model to

1
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simulate "what would happen if?" Finally 4 the model does not address,the
- ,

, . 4

',.
allocaticash.of resources within institutions, rather: it-focilses on system-

. . N
wide aggregate funding leveleof,legislative concernk.a.e., "the bottom

'line."

fk%.,

line." .

,

. r
\..._2r,

L

0

Application
A

The projected enrollment context facing Minnesota higher edbcation is

displayed in Figure,1. each ofathe three collegiate systems will experience

some growth thrwgh the early 1980s followed by decline in /the remaining

years of the decade. Full year equivalent (FYE) enrollment levels are prig-

i%

4

jected to peak in 1982 for the community colleges at about 3.0% higher than

1978 levels (Man, 1978): Both the State University System and the Uni-

versity of Minnesota are expected to peak in 1983, 3.2% and 4.7% respec-
-. die -

t±Vely. By 1990, enrollments are anticipated to be 12.0% Airier the 1978

level* the community colleges, 16.3% under for the state universities

and 14.2% under for the University of Minnesota. It is to this projected

enrollment context that the model was applied. Init° ly, the model was

8

applied to all four public post-secondary educational systems in Minnesota.

However, because of special circumstances with regard to the Area

4 441
Vocational- Technical Institutes and the University of Minnesota, the dis=

cussion will focus on the Community College System and the State University

) system.2

'The- inntial conditions for the base level expenditure generation are

?contained in able 1. These equations generate the 1978 patterns of

. ._

ptaffing and expenditures for each of th two systems across all alter-
-_,--

native simulations. Table 2 identifies those input variables which will

take on different values in each increment and decrement. As can be seen
P
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FIGURE 1 et.

PROJECTED. ENROLLMENTS IR. MINNESOTA

1978 TO 1990 \--

State Total

85

80

55

50

45r

'35

30

25

20

a

University of Minnesota

State University System

ct

' Community College System

15

1978 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 1990

Year
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TABLE,

A ,
INITIAL CONDITIONS:

STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM AND

COMMUNth COLLEGE SYSTEM

Variable

IDR Classif ed Staffin/g RatIb'

,IDR Uncles ified Stiffing Ratio
IDR Class ied Compensation Rate
IDR Uncles ifidd/CompensationRate
IDR Non-P sonniel Expenditure Per FYE

SUPT Cl sified Staffing Ratio

SUPT Unc slified Staffing Ratio

SUPT Class4fiedstompensation Rate
SUPT Untlissified Compensation Rate .

SUPT Non-Personnel Expenditures Per FYE

;:;

178 :1 863:1

17:1 21:1

$12,424 $10,737

$21,403 $18,287
$176 $65

26:1 39:1

76:1 63:1

$13,186 $12,208

$24,870 $24,314
$883 $587

SUS CCS

Value. Value
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1.

TABLE 2

INPUT VARIABLES SUBJECT TO,

MARGINAL CHANGES

Increment/D remeht 1 '

IDR Uncies4fid Staffing Ratio
IDRUnclass fied-Compensation Rate
IDR Non-Personnel Expenditures Per FYE
SUP t Non-Personnel Expenditures Per FTE

41A

Increment/Decrement 2

gR UncliSsified Staffing Ratio
R Classified Staffing Ratio

IDR Unclassified. -ation Rate

IDR Classified Cols.'. ion Rate

IDR-Non-Personnel .-:-ditures Per FYE

SUPT Classified Staffing Ratio
.

SUPT Classified Compensation Rate
SUPT Non-Personnel Expenditures Per FYE .

Increment/Decrement 3

IDR Unclassified Staffing Ratio
IDR Classified Staffing Ratio
IDR Unclassified-Compensation Rate
IDR alaskfied Compensation Rate-
IDR Non-Personnel Expenditures Per FYE

SUPT Unclassified Staffing Ratio
SUPT Classified Staffing Ratio
SUPT Unclassified Compensation Rate
SUPT Classified Compensation Rate
SUPT Non-Personnel Expenditures Per FYE

J
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in Table i, Only faculti positions and non-personnel expenditures vary inI, .
. , %

I .

. .

. ,

the first inoreMent/decrement. In the second increment /decrement, all the
.

components Of IDR vary, as well as classified support persOnnel and. SUPT

non-personnel expenditures. Finally, in the third,increment/debrement; all

inputs are allowed to vary. Tbe \decisan to allow these,plartibular viri-s

ables to

'tAons using

,was the researchers'. Where is nothing preventing imula-
.

ternative variable sets.

Simulations were also performed using different compensation rates.

In one set of simulations, mean compensation rates for each personnel

classification were used. In anotheri entry or low level compensation rates

, -

were applied. This allowed asSessment of the impact of adding and deleting

staff attaverait orgentry compensation rates.
A

The amount of°reiources added and deleted within each increment were

varied for four different rugs, two symetrical (resOurce changes in increr

'ants and decrements identical) and two asymetrical (resource changes

different in .increments and decrements). Table 3 displays the amount of

variation i4 input variables for each of the runs. The rte adjustments' to

base level resource input are interpreted as follows: If a system is

staffed 20 FTE to 1 faculty in the base, then a .50 rate:adjustment

Means it will add or reduce faculty at one -half the normal rate, 440:1.

Non-personnel expenditures.per student will also be adjusted at 50% of the

base level. Whed the rate adjustment is .25, then, using the abOve

example, it would take an adjustMent of 80 students to generate in adjust-
)

ment of 1 faculty. Applying the adjustment -rates in Table 3 to the

initial conditions in Table 1 will provide the iralues for the variable
lo

sets in Table 2 for each increment/decrement simulated.

1. 1



Run Number

'(ymetrical)

ABLE 3
.

'ADJUSTMENT RATES tOR

BASE LEVEL RESOURCE INPUTS

Compensation Incr. Incr. Incr. _i/.

Level 0 1 2 3

Kean NO INCREMENTAL ANALYSIS',

2 Mean
3 Low

.50, 450 -1.00

:r50 ,. o 1.00

4
, Mean .25 , .25 JA6

4

5 -' Low 25 25 .50
10.

(Asymetrical)
6 Mean .po' .50 1.00

I ' "Low ,.50 .50 1.00

8
.

Mean .50 .50 1.00

49
Low AO: .50 1.00:3:1

#

8

a.

Decr.
1 ,

Decr.
2

Decr.
3

.

. 0

.50

Aso
1.00
1.00

.25, .25 -.50

.25 .25 2 .50

.25 .25 .50

.25 .25 .50

.25 .50 1.00

.25 .50 1.00
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Tablei 4 and S'present selected output from the simulation runs for the

communitysColle es and state universities reispectively.3 The size of. cre-

ment/decremen
j

one is b% of the base enrollment, for incr ent/dedretent,

two 5i;of the b se, and the thitd increment/decrement is over 8%.of the
,f

,base. The first set 9f runs catained no marginal analysis. It -demon-

strates the consequences of adheeng to strict ling funding as expendi-.
.

Mures an

4

staff will vary by the same percent as enrollment, All simUli-

>6110ans.w e'in constant 1978 dollar4L An inflation or real adjustment rate

. .

can be added as policy option. 'A)et.illed bteakdowns for output by IDR'azid
( ,.

\.:
. az,.

SUPT, classified and unclassified, as well as staffing ratios.can'also be
..--

,

ed by the model. For purposes of *this, papet, only tots] expenditures,

()
,pro

4
ditures per student, and unclassified posittons for the entire system

are highlighted.

Tahele :6 shows the -:percent changes in selected aaracteristics
.., 4

the five runs between the base year and 1990. 'Because of the marginS and

\,...--

rats-adiustment changes in unclassified personnel, percent changes are the

across

1

same for Runs 2 and 30edd 4. and .5 respectively..

personnel compensation is used,.adjustmedtsin

tidal to adjustments in staffing.

In addition, when average

expenditures w41 be iden-
,

0

The policy impact of maxinal fUnding alternatives can be seen, how

ever', when one compares the difference between linear funding' wit:...anyNef

the marginal options. Cr; the projected period of decline, systems

require fewer resources, but more than 'would be allocated:under linear

formulas. This difference can provide Plnegotiation area where the needs
4

of the system and the constraints in state re'ources can be more Closely

11.

examined.
-

a9
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Run'

No: .1978 1980 1982 1984
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TABLE 4

SELECTED' CHARAC

COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Total

TEM.
;

enditur

1 $44.97
2 '44.97
3 '44.97
4 44.97

,44.97

1 S2,219,

2 2,219
3 -2,219

4 .2,219

5 2;219

$45.36 $46.30

45.10 45.43
45.08- 45%,1$

45.041' A 45.20
4$.03 45.16 5

1.988

$39.69
41.90
42.52
43.43
43.75%,

- ,
Expenditures

\$2,219 ,l'$?1,219

2,206 2,1731,,

2,205 2,171(:'

.2,203 2,L6B,

'2,203 2,164'
e. .

ant

2,219
206
,?05 2011

2 203.1, 2,327
;205 2,331

Undlassified Positions
./% /

1,272 1,283 1,310 1,283 '

1,272 1,276 1,286. 1,276

4 1,272' 1,274 ,.. 1,279 1,274

N
*In millions.

1;200
]._245

1,2$9

ti

;

20

.1

N

990

$39.58
'4 -1.79

42.44
43.38
43.71

$2,20;At':: $2,219
2,343

2,377 2,379
2,428 2,436
2,446 2,450

1,123
1,186 '

1,229

1,120
1,183
1,228

A.
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TABLES

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS

STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

-

Run
No. e 4978 1980'

$103.62

Total Expenditures*

1982 1984 ' 1986

.1.$101.43

#

$104.21 $103.46 $ 97.41

2' , 101.43 102.22 102.43 102.16 99.89

3 101.43 102.09 102.27 102.04 100.15

4 1.43 101,82 101.93 101.79 10k66
5 .43 10f.76 101.85 101.7? 100.79

e

Expenditures Per Student

1 -$3,203 $3,203 $3,703't $3,203

2 3,203' 3,160 -$;,j.0 3,285633

3 3,203 3,156 3,1 3 3,159 3,293

4 3,203 3,14, 3,133 3,151 3,310

5 3,203 , .03.14, -,
3,130 . 3,150 3,314

i .4.

Unclassified Positions

2,269 2,318 2,331 2,31 2,179

2,269 7,21'49 2,294, 12,28 2,232

2,269 2,279. 2,281 2,27 2,750

*In nallions...

21

0

4

1984 1990

$88.98 $84.93

93.72 89.67
95.20 93.11

97.57 95.55
98.31 96.69

$3,203 $3,203
3,374 3,382
3,427 3,468

3,512 3,603
3,539 1,647

1,980 1,90;
2,088 2,00
2,183 2,138

6



, TABLE

_PERCENT CHANGES IN SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS

FROM BASE YEAR TO 1990

Community College System

Run Total Expenditures Unclassified

No. Expenditures Per FYE 4 Personnel

1
N2
3

4

5

-12.0%
-7.1.

-5.6
-3.5
-2.8

.,.+5.6%
+7.2
+9.8

*10.4

-12.0%
-7.0
-7.0
-3.5
-3.5

State University System

1 -16.3%

,

- -16.3%

2 -11.5 +5.6% -11.5

3 )-8.2 +8.3 -11.5

4 -5.8 +12.5 -5.8

5 -4.7 +13.9 -5.8

4

22



Observation! 1J

01 In discuising g model of this type, -er detailed numerical analysis of,

the outp t does not appear to as appropriate as a'coagideration of the

relationships which the model illuminateb. The specific projections will

vary from situation to situation, but the implications of those pojections
I

swill remain constark. Some of the following observations may appear

obvious to ediitional researchers, but for the type.of audience for whom

the model is intended,, hey may not beso apparent.

1. Marginal funding formulas are sensitive to enrollment

changes, but

The. closer

levels,

not as sensitive as linear funding formulas

he base adjustment rate is to the base input

closer the s

2. Under all marginal simulations, fewer resources will be

tions are to linear.

added and fewerfeduced than with linear funding. As

enrollment increases, resources will be added at a

marginal rate. As enrollment deciegaes, they will be

withdrawn at a marginal rate. The net effect is to

"flatten" the resource requiremeit curve during a period

of enrollment fluctuation.

3. With respect to the base year, marginal funding will

bring in more total dollars and loWer dollars per ituLv

dent in periods of enrollment growth and fewer ltotal

dollars and higher dollars per student in periods of

enrollment decline. There can be an overall lowFing

of appropriations even though the appropriation per

student will be undergoing a "real" increase over the

base.

-v
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P

sing marginal staff ng,ratios reduces lge fluctuations

n the size of the/ taf ing'compone)2t resulting from
.

sharp enrollment increases and-decreasts:' This could

,

',allow systems some. flexibility in reassignmentref,faculty
,

'+,

, tp meet internal shifts in student demand patternsi

5. The incremental funding and staffing levels used in the

analysis runs represent "negotiated" or "political"

decisions as to the size of the margins. ,While most will

agree\that Imre are marginal costs associated with the

provision of higher educational services, at the present

time there is little empirical data as to what they

/ actually are. When such dataibecome available, they

easily could be incorporated into the diode') Until it is

available, showing the impact of alternative marginal

'approaches may serve an important function.

6. The use'of marginal funding without periodic re-examination

of base enrollments only results in a slower rate of de-

1

cline than plc linear funding. In the cont t of

long-term enr Ilmeint declines, periodic re-est lishment

(lowering) of the enrollment base provides the systems

with step-wise funding reductions.

Ar/r;eas-of Further Research ,

Appl4ation of the model suggests several areas for fUrther research

Which can -result in both a "fine tuning" of model itself and in outptt

whiehlmore closely reflects t actual situation of the system(s) in'

question. Among these areas are
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t

Applying the model to more disc4tie units within a s tem

or institution. There, is no conceptual problem associated

54
the

J
with:attempts to simulate e impact of marginal funding

on more discrete units,-such as individual institutions or.

Programs. Constraints on this typeof application should

.,

be the types f decisions which the intended users are to

make

More Complete specification of fixed, semi -fixed and vari-

er

able costs. As more research becomes available on actual

cost behavior patterns With institutions and systems,,

this information could be used to modify the functional

relationships. in the model. It may be that certain types

of costs should remain completely.fiXed across all 11761s'

of enrollment fluctuation,while others should be made

more sensitive to enrollment changes.

3. Empirical data on marginal cost and staffing ratios.

Availability of this type of informatiou could alter the

functional form of the model, but may also lead to a

1

better understanding of what the appropriate enrollment

margins should be and what the rate of allocation of

resources should be-with the enrollment margins.

4. -Studies of faculty/staff attrition and tenure. Empirical

analysis of these factors could lead to an independent

assessment of,the degree of flexibility in staffing

resources which will be available in a period of enroll-

ment decline. With this type of information, it would
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nit he difficult to design alternati.4s which more closely

-

take into account the actual number of positions which

would
A

be a*allable for retrenchment in a given year:

Y1,
/4

5. Minimum staffisg-and resource requirements necessary to. .

sustairi the goals and missions of a specific System or"

institution.. As empirical data becomes'available as to

0
the "minimum core" of an institution, it can be used to

determine the point4at which no further reductionS in

resources can be made,without iriaPairing the"mission of

the ins itution. Information in this area could be help-

in establishing a new or revised base leyel of

resources.

Conclusion

``--Marginal funding makes'a difference. If the''experience of this model

is'any indication, some form or marginal resource allocation may serve to

benefit, both the state and higher education ifi a period of declining

enrollments. It will benefit the state because there will be some real

level of resource redaction due to enrollment.declines. It will benefit

higher education because the ra of reduction will be less than it would

be if linearly related to enrolls nts. Further, th use of a relatively

simple model for marginal finding may be of benefit to all as it allows

for a clear focus on the potential impact of decisions made by state

policy-makers. By using this type of approach for issues dealing with

base leyel funding requirements, it also allows systems and state policy-
.

makers to focus attention on other aspects of higher education funding

whicji may need individual consideration. While this specific model (or

r



some varient) may not be the appropriate. vehicle, failure to recognize the_

ii*genges posed by the pk,ojected enrollment patterns of the 1980s and the

prOmiose offered by some type of marginal funding approach could truly make-

the 1980s a decade of decline for higher education.

1

4

I
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FOOTNOTES

11n Minnesota and other states, a distinction is made between all

enrollment related expenditures (i.e., the base) and items such as salary

adjuitments, program improvements,, etc. What constitus the base is

generally deterMined past practice.

2Detailed/information.on all systems and on runs not discussed below

are available from MHECB.

3Output on the asymetrical runs (6-9) are not displayed as they can

be extrapolated by observing the rat adjustments in Table 3 and extracting

the appropriate entry from Tables 4 and 5. For example, Run 6 would con-

sist of the first 3 columns of Run 2 and the last 3 columns of Run 4.
1
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